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Abstract 
This paper presents the neural network (NN) speech 
recognition using processed LPC input features. But 
NN has a limitation that the network must have a 
fixed amount of input nodes. The input feature 
processing method will use frame matching based on 
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm to fix the 
input size to a fix amount of input vectors.  The LPC 
features are aligned between the input frames (test set) 
to the reference (training set) using our DTW fixing 
frame (DTW-FF) algorithm. This proper time 
normalization is needed since NN is designed to 
compare data of the same length, whilst same speech 
can varies in their length. By doing frame fixing or 
also known as time normalization, the test set and the 
training set frames are adjusted so that both sets will 
have the same number of frames according to the 
reference set. The neural network with back-
propagation algorithm is used as the recognition 
engine at the back-end processing to enhance the 
recognition performance. The results compare DTW 
with LPC coefficients to back-propagation NN with 
LPC coefficients adjusted using DTW. 
 
1.  Introduction 
A hybrid approach combines conventional time 
normalization methods with a highly competitive back-
propagation neural network [5]. NN has been known in 
speech recognition since late 1980s (NN itself was first 
introduced in the 1950s). Other methods are HMM 
(surfaced in mid 1980s) and DTW being the most 
popular due to its ability to search the best path between 
two time-series signals [3, 6], furthermore it is a cost 
minimization matching technique, in which a test 
speech signal is expanded or compressed according to 
the reference feature vectors[2]. 
Most of all, research in NN has change its focus 
to producing a more precise recognition with less 
network complexity but with fast processing. In order 
to achieve a high precision, a back-propagation NN 
algorithm is used with varies hidden nodes and 
respective training times. Using neural network as a 
recognition tool requires feeding of training and testing 
data of the same length into the network.  
Time normalization is a typical method to 
interpolate input signal into a fixed size of input vector.  
A linear time alignment is the simplest method to 
overcome time variation, but it is a poor method since it 
does not account important feature vectors when 
deleting or duplicating them to shorten or lengthen the 
pattern vectors, if required [4, 7].  Since then, it has 
been the basic method for compression and expansion 
of speech pattern vector.   
The pre-processing method also applies trace 
segmentation method, in which the idea of trace 
segmentation is to reduce the number of stored feature 
vectors for the stationary portion during the speech [9]. 
Trace segmentation was not fully used as the 
normalization technique because of its bad past 
performance in speech recognition, cannot even provide 
the same performance as DTW even though they share 
a common compression technique, but not the 
expansion technique. Furthermore, the distance 
segmentation is inappropriate and as well as the spatial 
sampling rate along the trace [9], in addition to that it 
can only perform frame reduction during the stationary 
speech portion. DTW is a non-linear time normalization 
technique that can perform both frame expansion and 
reduction, and still can preserve important features 
during the process [11]. Thus, DTW time normalization 
is used to obtain uniform speech length, later NN is 
used to perform the recognition. 
Other works in speech recognition have employ 
combination of MLP/HMM, DTW/MLP, HMM/MLP 
[12]. In DTW/MLP, the DTW is used just to time-
aligned the input pattern and use MLP as the 
recognizer. [13] use combination DTW and sequential 
NN. In this particular research work, combination of 
DTW/NN with back-propagation algorithm utilized 
DTW to normalize all input patterns with respect to the 
template pattern and then perform frame matching 
between them. In addition to that, their local distance 
scores are used as input into the back-propagation  
neural network. 
 In this paper, a glance of feature extraction 
method is presented, frame normalization technique are 
described next, and then followed by NN recognition 
experiment using a new set of data derived from the 
new algorithm during frame normalization. Some 
results to compare typical DTW and the new derived 
features, its discussion is also included. The conclusion 
section concludes the finding of this particular research 
and near future plan to improve current work. 
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2. Feature Extraction and Frame Matching 
 LPC coefficients will be used as the feature 
vectors in the DTW frame matching stage. LPC feature 
extraction method is described in many earlier works, 
also found in [4], so only a flow diagram in Fig. 1 is 
shown here to flash back the process of obtaining the 
LPC coefficients.  
 After LPC feature extraction, then the 
coefficients went through frame normalization process 
by using DTW-FF algorithm [2]. The algorithm is 
designed to match the unknown samples with the 
reference sample. The reference sample is selected by 
their average frame numbers over the samples. 
Matching or we also called it as frame fixing, 
comprised of frames compression and expansion 
techniques. Other advantage that we are keen of this 
technique is the reduction of input numbers; this 
eventually will reduce the amount of network 
complexity and weight computations, but increase the 
convergence speed. 
 
Fig. 1 Flow diagram of LPC processing 
The rules of the DTW-FF algorithm are based on DTW 
path type 1. The heuristic DTW path type 1 is shown in 
Fig. 2, and the slope conditions are: 
 
(i) Slope is 0 (horizontal movement) 
The speech signal frames are compressed: This is 
done by taking the minimum local distance 
amongst the feature vectors. In this experiment, 
there are 10 feature vectors in each set. If w(i) 
represent the current frame; the frame is chosen by 
comparing the local distances among the feature 
vectors in the set, i.e., compare w(i) with w(i-1) 
and choose the frame with minimum local distance.  
 
The distance for this slope condition is calculated 
as 
D(i,j)=D(i-1,j)+d(i,j)  Eqn. 1 
(ii) Slope is ∞ (vertical movement)  
The frame of speech signal is expanded, i.e., 
movement from (i,j-1) to (i,j); the reference frame 
gets the identical frame as w(i) of unknown input, 
which is at (i,j-1) and (i,j) and so on. In other 
words, reference will have multiple identical 
frames of unknown input of a particular frame.  
 
The distance is for vertical slope movement is 
D(i,j)=D(i,j-1)+d(i,j)  Eqn. 2 
 
(iii) Slope is 1 (diagonal movement)  
The reference frame has the same frame as the 
frame of unknown utterance. So, there is nothing 
done to this path because diagonal movement 
always has the least distance to move from (i-1,j-1) 
to (i,j), compared to the other two movements.  
 
The distance for a diagonal movement is 
D(i,j)=D(i-1,j-1)+d(i,j)  Eqn. 3 
 
Fig.  2 DTW path type 1 
 
The distance is calculated using Euclidean distance 
measure. For a set of LPC coefficients with p feature 
vectors, which is from j=1, 2,..,p of (x,y) coordinate, the 
distance is calculated as 
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These compression (denoted as F-) and expansion 
(denoted as F+) are done by using new DTW frame 
fixing algorithm (DTW-FF). Consider the frame vectors 
of LPC coefficients for input as i…I, and reference as 
j….J, while F denotes the frame. Frame compression 
involves searching minimum local distance out of 
distances in a frame set within a threshold value, it is 
represented as 
F- = F(min{d(i,j)…(I,J)})           Eqn. 5 
 
Frame expansion involves duplicating a particular input 
frame to multiple reference frames of w(i), represented 
as 
 F+ = F(w(i)) Eqn. 6 
 
If the uppermost warping path coordinate of a reference 
pattern was (M,N), then the fixed frame number is 
equal to M.  It should be understood at this point that 
DTW is not used as the recognition engine during the 
DTW-FF algorithm. It is used for frame normalization 
purpose and then the retained output from the algorithm 
is used as input into the NN. 
Having done the expansion and compression 
along the matching path, the unknown input frame is 
matched to the reference template frames. Thus, frame 
fixing/matching is a mean of solution to speech frame 
variations, however it still preserved the global distance 
score; the DTW fixing frame (DTW-FF) algorithm only 
make adjustment on the feature vectors of the 
horizontal and vertical local distance movements, 
leaving the diagonal movements as it is with their 
respective reference vectors.  The frame fixing is done 
throughout the samples, also taking considerations the 
sample which has the same number of frames as the 
reference template. 
  
3.  NN with Back-Propagation 
Back Propagation Neural Networks (BPNN) are 
one of the most common neural network structures, as 
they are simple and effective, and have been used 
widely in assortment of machine learning applications. 
The term back-propagation refers to the manner in 
which the gradient is computed for multilayer networks. 
Properly trained back-propagation networks likely to 
give reasonable answers when presented with inputs 
that they never seen before.  
The NN use in this research work utilizes back-
propagation algorithm so that minimum error between 
the training and test set can be achieved. In this 
research, back propagation algorithm is used due to its 
known ability to minimize errors in their connection 
weights, especially during the back-pass in the 
algorithm.  
  
Log sigmoid activation function,  
θθ −+
=
e
f
1
1)(     Eqn. 7 
is applied to activate the connection weights and 
readjust those weights during the iterations. Mean 
square error method is used to compute the weights 
adjustments. Method of steepest descent is employed in 
the direction search for fast convergence of the 
algorithm. 
To summarize, Fig. 3 shows the flow process of 
the experiment for back-end recognition that has being 
carried out upon obtaining the LPC coefficients. The 
data used are 10-order LPC coefficients, using 10ms 
frames of Hamming windows. An average of 49 frames 
is selected for the reference and this number is used 
against the unknown input during the frame fixing 
process. 
 After the frame fixing process which happens in 
DTW-FF algorithm, local distances of the fixed frames 
are collected and the data now are ready to be used for 
NN recognition stage. The normalized data/sample has 
being tested and compared to the typical DTW 
algorithm and results in Table 1 showed the same 
global distance score. This enhanced recognition is a 
new approach used in this particular research to 
improve the recognition after a slight low percentage 
for typical DTW method alone (described in Table 1 
column 2). Further results and findings are described in 
Section 5.  
 
 
Fig. 3 Flow diagram of DTW-FF with BPNN 
 
4. Experimental Setup 
The experiment was conducted using learning 
rate, η=0.1, momentum rate, α=0.9 with 10 hidden 
layers and 49 input nodes. There are 5 subjects tested 
which each uttered digit 0-9, 5 times each digit, in 
Malay.  Since there is no fix formula to determine the 
learning rate, momentum rate, and hidden layer, 
experiments were conducted and after several trials 
optimum numbers for the back-propagation NN 
algorithm in our particular samples are obtained. 
Experiments agreed to the optimum parameters 
obtained, in which their values are as suggested by most 
Recognition 
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NN researchers, i.e., in our experiment, all subjects 
require learning rate, η=0.1 and momentum rate, α=0.9 
for their best recognition, see Fig. 4. 
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Fig.  4 Recognition vs. momentum rate for learning rate 
between 0.1-0.9 
 
5. Results and Discussion 
An earlier experiment compared the recognition 
between typical DTW and DTW-FF algorithm using 
LPC coefficients, the results in Table 1 showed the 
same recognition percentage. This might due to same 
feature vectors pattern matching between frames 
template in both algorithms. So, either the LPC feature 
vectors are fixed or not, do not affect the recognition 
rate. This makes a strong argument that the recognition 
before and after DTW-FF is identical and no loss of 
information during the DTW-FF algorithm occurred.  
 
Table 1: Recognition percentage using typical DTW 
with LPC coefficients and DTW-FF coefficients input 
 Recognition Rate (%) 
Subject LPC  DTW-FF 
1 92 92 
2 92 92 
3 90 90 
4 84 84 
5 84 84 
 
 For the second experiment, the local distance 
scores are preserved from DTW-FF algorithm. These 
scores are fed into the NN back-propagation algorithm 
and the results are shown in Table 2. Improvement can 
clearly be observed across the subjects using 
combination of methods as an extended recognition 
tool, recognition as high as 99% is successfully 
identified. This would signify that over a small size 
Malay digits vocabulary of 0-9 that have being uttered 
5 times by each subject, the DTW-FF is able to produce 
relevant form of input data in much smaller number for 
the BPNN, compared to the amount of using LPC 
coefficients itself. Remember also, the number of inputs 
to the BPNN has been reduced about 90% by using the 
local distance scores instead of LPC coefficients. These 
means a lot of network complexity and amount of 
connection weights computations during forward and 
back pass have been reduced, thus faster convergence is 
achieved. The following calculations showed the 
number of input to the BPNN that have been reduced. 
 
Input using local distance score, 
InputLD = 50 utterances x 49 frames  
 = 2450 inputs 
 
Input using LPC coefficients, 
InputLPC  = 50 utterances x 49 frames/utterance 
 x 10 coefficient/frame 
  = 24500 input coefficients 
 
   % 90%100
500,24
2450500,24
reduced  % =−= x  
 
Table 2: Recognition between typical DTW and  
back-propagation NN fed with local distance scores 
 Recognition  Rate (%) 
   Subject   DTW   BPNN 
   1 92   98 
   2 92   98 
   3 90   99 
   4 84   94 
   5 84   92 
average 88.4 96.2 
 
Graphically, the improvement can be seen in Fig. 
5, from the figure it is clearly shown that NN has 
improved the recognition performance to a very high 
percentage with an amount of improvement is greater 
than 5% and the improvement is almost uniform 
throughout the samples with Subject 3 being the most 
remarkable with an increase of 9%. Achievement in 
high recognition result indicates that the fixed local 
distance scores can replace LPC coefficients as the 
input to NN. 
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Fig.  5 Graphical comparison between DTW+NN 
     and DTW itself. 
 
6. Conclusions 
The frame alignment based on DTW method for 
pre-processing LP coefficients and a new form of 
compressed data feeding into BPNN are described in 
DTW 
DTW+NN 
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this paper. Besides that, the back-propagation NN is 
used as the back-end speech pattern recognition engine. 
Having DTW-FF algorithm, frame matching is 
performed and the output, which is the local distance 
scores are then fed into BPNN.  From the experiments, 
it was proven that DTW-FF algorithm can be used as a 
front-end processing of speech recognition for BPNN, 
although DTW itself is a back-end recognition engine. 
This is an alternative method found to resolve the 
problem of data feeding into neural network algorithm 
or other subsequent pattern matching using the well 
known DP method.  
Combination of methods presented in this work 
is an alternative to represent feature data and showed 
high recognition percentage. The frame alignment 
adopted DTW to normalize the spoken word length, in 
which these normalized templates then being used as 
the input to BPNN for the recognition part is proven 
could improve recognition performance on the samples 
tested to a higher percentage. 
Warping path can also show the characteristics 
of speaker or words spoken. This information can be 
used together with acoustic feature, like pitch to study 
speaker recognition or word recognition. This is 
definitely a news to improve further the performance of 
speech recognition. 
In conclusion, the DTW-FF algorithm is able to 
produce a better way of representing input features into 
the NN while saving the computation cost and network 
complexity. This was done by the reduction of inputs 
from using LPC coefficients to using local distance 
scores of a particular sample. A high recognition rate is 
achieved. 
Further improvement will investigate the use of 
pitch information if it could identify the unidentified 
utterance using our current method. 
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